Premium Natural Stones™

Thin Veneer
Random Ashlar
Sonoma Valley
Product Description
From small rural villages in Spain and provincial France to modern architecture internationally, ashlar stone
walling has featured prominently.
Rugged, organic and architectural, Thin Veneer Random Ashlar thin Veneer offers all the qualities that will
endure.
Random Ashlar Thin Veneer is an innovative approach to natural stone cladding. All stone pieces are split on the face and sawn
on the back, allowing easy application to suitable substrates with outstanding authentic results. And no
requirement for specialist trades. As architectural detail is crucial to the full expression of the project, corner
solutions play a central part of the range
Color and Finish
Sonoma Valley is a metamorphised sandstone with a mixture of mid to light browns. The stone is in a split finish
Product Information
Thin Veneer
Split 5 sides, sawn on the back
Random squares and rectangles up
to 12 inch x 12 inch
Depth of 1.2 inch to 1.6 inch

Corners
Split face veneer corners
Long side 9 inch short side 4 inch
Height at 4 inch and 9 inch
Depth of 1.2 inch to 1.6 inch

Packaging
The Veneer is pre-packed into set size crates in unit types
that are easy to understand, order, control and install.
* Thin Veneer is in 54 sq/ft crates which when packed weigh
approx 785lbs (which is roughly 14.5 lbs per face sq/ft)
* Corners are in 10 Lnft crates which when packed weigh approx 170lbs
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Premium Natural Stones™

Thin Veneer
Random Ashlar
Mojave Blend
Product Description
From small rural villages in Spain and provincial France to modern architecture internationally, ashlar stone
walling has featured prominently.
Rugged, organic and architectural, Random Ashlar thin Veneer offers all the qualities that will endure.
Thin Veneer is an innovative approach to natural stone cladding. All stone pieces are split on the face and sawn on the back,
allowing easy application to suitable substrates with outstanding authentic results. And no
requirement for specialist trades. As architectural detail is crucial to the full expression of the project, corner
solutions play a central part of the range
Color and Finish
Mojave Blend is a quartz limestone with a mixture of mid to dark beige, soft grey’s and soft orange. The stone is in a split
finish
Product Information
Walling
Split 5 sides, sawn on the back
Random squares and rectangles up
to 12 inch x 12 inch
Depth of 1.2 inch to 1.6 inch

Corners
Split face veneer corners
Random length, random height
Depth of 1.2 inch to 1.6 inch

Packaging
The Veneer is pre-packed into set size crates in unit types that are easy to
understand, order, control and install.
* Thin Veneer is in 54 sq ft crates which when packed weigh approx
720lbs (which is 13.33lbs per face sq ft)
* Corners are in 10 Lnft crates which when packed weigh approx 133lbs
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Premium Natural Stones™

Random Veneer
Cladding
Desert Bloom
Product Description
Rugged organic and textural, random veneer is an innovative approach to stone cladding. All loose stone pieces are split on the
face and sawn on the back, allowing easy application to suitable substrates with
outstanding authentic results.
In order to fully express the look of a traditionally built stone wall, corner pieces are also available to ensure depth and high level
detailing to the finished project.
As the stone is sorted and selected prior to packing in the crate, all pieces can be used immediately which means installation
does not require specialist trades.
Color and Finish
Desert Bloom is a sandstone with a mixture of light and dark tones. The stone is in a split finish.
Product Information
Random Veneer
Split 5 sides, sawn flat on the back
Random length pieces from
6 inch to 16 inch. Random heights of 6
inch to 16 inch.
Depth of 0.78 inch to 1.6 inch

Corners
Split face veneer corners
Random length 8 inch to 18 inch, random
height 8 inch to 12 inch. Depth of 0.78
inch to 1.6 inch

Packaging
The Veneer walling is pre-packed into set size crates in unit types
that are easy to understand, order, control
and install.
* Random Veneer is in 54 sq ft crates which when packed weigh
approx 990lbs (which is 18.33lbs per face sq ft)
* Corners are in 10 Lnft crates which when packed weigh approx
165lbs
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Premium Natural Stones™

Random Veneer
Cladding
Yukon Blend
Product Description
Rugged organic and textural, random veneer is an innovative approach to stone cladding. All loose stone
pieces are split on the face and sawn on the back, allowing easy application to suitable substrates with
outstanding authentic results.
In order to fully express the look of a traditionally built stone wall, corner pieces are also available to ensure depth and high level
detailing to the finished project.
As the stone is sorted and selected prior to packing in the crate, all pieces can be used immediately which means installation
does not require specialist trades.
Color and Finish
Yukon Blend is a gneiss with a mixture of light browns and greys. The stone is in a split finish.
Product Information
Random Veneer
Split 5 sides, sawn on the back
Random length pieces from 6 inch
to 16 inch. Random heights of 6 inch
to 16 inch. Depth of 0.78 inch to 1.6
inch

Corners
Split face veneer corners
Random length 8 inch to 18 inch, random
height 8 inch to 12 inch. Depth of 0.78
inch to 1.6 inch

Packaging
The Veneer walling is pre-packed into set size crates in unit
types that are easy to understand, order, control
and install.
* Random Veneer is in 54 sq ft crates which when packed weigh
approx 730lbs (which is 13.5lbs per face sq ft)
* Corners are in 10 Lnft crates which when packed weigh approx
165lbs
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